Several authors (Himes 1967 , Jones and Rees 1968 , Bergerard et al . 1972 , Bliss and Brown 1983 demonstrated that Bs chromosome affects protein content in the seeds , several other quantitative characters, histone/DNA ratio, and A-chromosome volume.
It was also found that both protein content and amino acid composition have been shown to vary considerably between families, genera, species, and cultivars (Lelji et al. 1972 , Mutschler et al. 1980 , Robbelen et al. 1989 . Major variations of these parameter can be attributed to two principal factors; genetics and environment.
This work, therefore, was carried out to find a relation between seed protein quantities and the cytological features (chromosomes numbers and supernumerary chromosomes) of a number of taxa of some species of genus Lotus. Results and discussion
Materials and methods

Materials
The quantities of water soluble and buffer extracted proteins, and cytological features of the 18 samples belonging to 5 species of Lotus are given in Table 1 . The measured buffer ex tracted proteins in two taxa of L. corniculatus (a-1) and L. creticus (b-6) both diploid with 2n= 12 and 2n=14 respectively was similar, but considerably two fold the quantities of the buffer extracted proteins of the other taxa. However, it must be born in mind that these two taxa had 1 Bs chromosome and showed the same quantity of the buffer extracted proteins of the taxon of L. peregrinus which is tetraploid with somatic chromosome number 2n=28. This showed the pronounced effect of the supernumerary chromosome on the quantitative traits of the storage proteins. This finding is consistent with the work of Rejon et al. (1980) . Although the supernumerary chromosomes doubled the quantities of the storage proteins in some taxa, Reda H. Sammour, M. A. Hamoud, and A. S. Haidar Cytologia 56 they have no effect on the protein quantities of some other taxa. This supports the suggestion that supernumerary chromosomes may exert regulatory effects on the nucleus, modifying or suppressing gene action (Himes 1967 , Jones and Rees 1968 , and Kirk Jones 1970 . The data of the water and buffer extracted proteins displayed a continuous variation (Table 1) . This variation was attributed to the fact that quantitative traits are controlled by many genes (Wehrhahan et al. 1965 , Sullivan and Bliss 1983 , Gepts and Bliss 1984 .
In conclusion, the supernumerary chromosomes in the taxa of some species of genus Lotus had a pronounced effect in some taxa and no effect in the other, confirming the suggestion that this chromosome exert regulatory effect on the nucleus.
Summary
Buffer and water extracted proteins were quantitatively measured by Bradford method (1976) for 18 taxa of five species of genus Lotus. The somatic chromosome number, chro mosome length, and chromosome arm ratio were determined. The effect of supernumerary chromosome on protein percentage and an interpretation for the variation in protein quantities between the different taxa of each species were discussed.
